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Students preparing a mosquito repellent
from natural oils
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Technical, but fun
Scientific temper ruled the roost at these events organised
in observance of the National Science Day today

EXPRESS FEATURE SERVICE

TODAY is National Science Day. In the build
up to it, various national science institutions including, the Indian Institute of Science Education and Research (IISER), National Chemical
Laboratory (NCL) and Inter-University Centre
for Astronomy and Astrophysics (IUCAA) in
the city held exhibitions, fairs, lectures, fests and
a plethora of other events over the weekend.
IISER held 'Scifest '11' where about 120 under-

graduate students set up stalls, games and contests of many types. The fest that began on Saturday will conclude today. The event that saw the
greatest footfall was 'Space City'. This idea
brought together nine brains who worked on creating cities in the outer space for a time in future
when life on earth will cease to exist. Sourav
Sarkar, a first year student of IISER involved in
designing the game, said, "It was done keeping in
mind the challenges faced when mankind will
have to look for habitation outside the earth, but

not on any other planet. It's more of a space station
like set-up, where, due to lack of gravity, everything floats. But, in the long run humans will begin
to have weak bones if such conditions prevail.
The challenge is to use the principle of equivalence to solve such issues." Another such game is
‘Just Not Cricket’, where three teams of five players each participate. The teams make up any five
rules , and then they play according to these different rules. “The teams certainly have some advantages, but they get cancelled out by fair-division algorithms,” says Amit Kulkarni (name changed).
At NCL, poster presentations were made by
about 300 Ph.D students in categories including biochemical science, materials, advanced
materials, organic chemistry and chemical engineering. Five awards are to be given in each of
these categories, depending on the number of
entries for each of them. Awards for the best research papers published by the students will also
be given out based on the impact factor of journals that they have appeared in. As many as 200
researchers have participated in this category,
of which 20 will be awarded.
Saurav Pal, director of NCL, said, "This year
the enthusiasm among the students has been
amazing, as this year is also the International
Year of Chemistry, declared by the Interna-

tional Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry
(IUPAC). Some of the papers that were submitted have the potential to be turned into stateof-the-art industrial research."
Today, a lecture will be delivered at NCL by
on 'The Known and Unknown of Indian Summer Monsoon in a Changing Climate' by B N

Goswami, director of the Indian Institute of
Tropical Meteorology. At IUCAA, drawing, essay and quiz contests were held for school students. The quiz questions were based on popular
science, taking from various branches of science
and engineering.

A student demonstrating rubrene, a fluorescent compound,
which finds wide application for the use of tumours

Rebels with
a cause
This bunch of students from the MIT college of
engineering have discovered some simple and
effective modes of charity fund-raising

PUPUL CHATTERJEE

WHAT began as a way of making a
few extra bucks, is now a small effort towards lending a helping hand to a few
orphans. For this group of students
from MIT College of Engineering
(COE), selling their old textbooks to juniors or collecting unused pizza
coupons are all fund-raising efforts.

For Sandupatla Abhinay, it began with
surpassing the bookstores dotting their
college street in Kothrud. “Most of these
bookstores run on a library type of a lending system. If we buy a new book worth
R 100, we get it for R 85 from these bookstores. A year later when we go and return the book, we get back R 40 for the
book. So I thought of selling the book to
juniors rather than giving it back to the

book store.” On selling it to the junior,
they decided to give them back Rs 60 instead of R 40 that the bookstore would
give. Thus a person gets R 20 extra, of
which many decide to donate as much as
they want for the orphanages.
While the thoughts had occupied their
minds since November, the plans finally
took off in the first week of February. “As
the University of Pune changed its syl-

labus last year, we can’t sell our books this
year. Only the students from this year onward can hand over their books to juniors,” says Abhinay, a final year student of
MIT COE. All hopes are that the juniors
will carry on the work that was started by
them. Yogesh Vasantrao Gupte, a first
year student of MIT COE, however, does
not expect others to follow or help him. “I
will be more than happy if I can inspire a

few of my friends. But then, it is each to his
own,” says Gupte.
Gupte had begun by collecting coupons
for himself, after a parcel of pizzas had
been ordered by a few friends in his hostel.
After eating once, it was unlikely that they
would go back within a few days to the
same eatery just to use up the coupons
that would bring some discount. End result
– they were thrown away. But then he
thought, what if someone else wants to use
them? With these unused coupons,
Gupte has raised R 8,500 in three days. He
plans to reach out to more orphanages
once he crosses the R10,000 mark.
With this in mind he went to one of the
most prominent pizza parlours in the city
and decided to collect the coupons that
people throw away. “I started sifting
through their dustbin kept near the parking area for the unused coupons. When I
saw people entering the place, I would go

up to them and offer them the coupons
through which they could avail discounts.
In return I asked them, if they would like
to donate even a small amount that they
save at the cash counter for Apala Ghar,
an orphanage at Warje,” explains Gupte.
While about 10 percent of those who
came to eat there offered to donate
money even without the coupons, there
were others who did not like to be bothered and ignored him. Gupte feels that
today nobody wants to shell out money
for charity, but if you can tell them that
you will help them save money, there will
be many takers for it.
To add credibility to his intentions,
Gupte wears his college uniform and
stands with a paper saying, ‘Working for
orphans, please help’. Initially he began
alone, but now he has three of his classmates who stand on the street and give out
coupons to whoever wants to eat pizzas.

Meet the Airbenders
The aero modellers meet at Lonavala was a peek into the popularity that aero modelling, as a sport, enjoys today
PAVAN KHENGRE

The championship here also saw some fabulous
performances from international fliers. Winfried
Ohlgart, Editor, Jet Power who was also present
spoke about his long stint with the sport. “ I was six
years old, when my father had got me a rubber
powered model. It was a free flying model and I
would run behind it to get it back. From that day
to today, where we can get ready built scale models,

AMRITA JAIN

IF the Wright Brothers were alive today, the
spectacle at the Aambey Valley on Saturday would
have made them proud. Startlingly diverse in their
make and flight, yet still a pet of adventure lovers,
the radio-controlled planes magnificently took to
the skies, at the four-day International Aero modelling Championship at Lonavla. The annual
event, which saw more than 150 planes take to the
sky, was attended by 140 participants but the enthusiasm for the ‘sport’ was spelt across everyone’s
face. So be it cobalt blue, Corsair (a gull wing aircraft used in the World War II) or the celebrated
Chinese fighter aircraft J-10, the stage was set, and
the machines ready to rule the sky.
But what came clear at the event was also the
kind of passion for the sport that each of the flier
possessed. Tweaking his radio while fiddling
around with his transmitter, Yogendra Jahangirdar
came out with his exquisite plane with a stellar
performance. His love for the sport is visible in
the way he opens the machine in an attempt to
clean the engine or perhaps source methyl alcohol,
both an integral part of radio controlling flying.
For the 59-year-old, Pune based Jahangirdar, who
has been coming to this event for the past six years
opening up this flying machine is more of an
adrenaline rush than seeing it fly. “ I have made this
entirely on my own. When I got into aero modelling, it was for the joy of making an aircraft model
that interested me the most.” The plane builder
in fact also imparts flying training at the Hadapsar
Gliding School and to the cadets of the National
Defence Academy and holds the world record for
the longest RC flight of its kind, from Kanyaku-

Championship results –
Team India vs Team UAE
The championship saw competition between
team India and UAE. The results were as follows
Man of the meet –Sebestiano Silvestri, Italy
Spectacular Crash- Abu Dawood, UAE
Junior Meet, Below 16 – Sripad garodia, India
Concorse de elegance – Andreas Geitz, Thailand
Limbo Jet – Captain Chaitnaya makhija, India
Limbo prop category – Harveen Singh, India
Model marvel – Anurag Saraf, India

A boy makes last-minute adjustments to his model
helicopter at the Aeromodeller’s meet, Lonavala

mari to Kashmir in 1987. He also flew from
Karachi to Dhaka in 1990.
Similarly, Anurag Saraf, an aeromodeller from
Nagpur, caught eyes not only by his stunts and
hoverings, but also by his attitude towards the

sport. Saraf, who runs a steel manufacturing business, flew a Sky Gate hawk aircraft made in the
UK. Perhaps what is common to the more than
3000-strong aeromodelling community in the
country is the thrill of controlling a machine in

flight, in making it hover and relish in its aerobatics.
Distributed along the nation right from Mumbai,
Delhi, Chennai, Bangalore, Pune, Ahmednagar,
Jaipur, Nagpur and Udaipur, one can see how this
sport is catching aero modellers in its might.

it has been a long journey for aero modelling.” Sebastiono Silvestri, 13 times Italian Champion and
owner Seb Art enthralled audiences with his aero
gimmicks. Talking about the show, Silvestri, who
had started flying at the age of 10 and has been pursuing this sport since 26 years, said, “ I like designing this planes and that is closer to my heart than
even flying. I started this company eight years ago
and I am planning for a distribution centre in India
from this year. We sell more than eight thousand
kits all over the world and I think the Indian market
in this field is really a growing one that we would like
to tap into.”

